
 

Development Control Committee 

Date: Tuesday, 15 October 2013 

Time: 18:30 

Venue: Council Chamber 

Address: Town Hall, Hall Plain, Great Yarmouth, NR30 2QF 

Contents of the Committee Agenda 

Planning Applications & Conduct of the Meeting 

 
Agenda Contents 
 
This agenda contains the Officers’ reports which are to be placed before the Committee.  
The reports contain copies of written representations received in connection with each 
application.  Correspondence and submissions received in time for the preparations of the 
agenda are included.  However, it should be noted that agendas are prepared at least 10 
Working Days before the meeting.  Representations received after this date will either:- 
 
(i) be copied and distributed prior to or at the meeting – if the representations raise new 

issues or matters of substance or, 
(ii) be reported orally and presented in summary form by the Principal Officer of the 

Committee – especially where representations are similar to, or repeat, previous 
submissions already contained in the agenda papers. 

 
There are occasions when the number of representations are similar in nature and repeat the 
objections of others.  In these cases it is not always possible for these to be included within 
the agenda papers.  These are either summarised in the report (in terms of numbers 
received) and the main points highlighted or reported orally at the meeting.  All documents 
are available as ‘background papers’ for public inspection. 
 
Conduct 
 
Members of the Public should note that the conduct of the meeting and the procedures 
followed are controlled by the Chairman of the Committee or, if he/she so decides, the Vice-
Chairman.  Any representations concerning Committee procedure or its conduct should be 
made in writing to either: 
 
(i) The Planning Group Manager, Town Hall, Great Yarmouth, NR30 2QF 
(ii) The Monitoring Officer, Town Hall, Great Yarmouth, NR30 2QF. 
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AGENDA 
 
 
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 

You have a PERSONAL INTEREST in a matter being discussed at a meeting IF 

 It relates to something on your Register of Interests form; or 

 A decision on it would affect you, your family or friends more than other people in your 
Ward. 

 

You have a PREJUDICIAL INTEREST in a matter being discussed at a meeting IF 

 It affects your financial position or that of your family or friends more than other people 
in your Ward; or 

 It concerns a planning or licensing application you or they have submitted 

 AND IN EITHER CASE a reasonable member of the public would consider it to be so 
significant that you could not reach an unbiased decision. 

 

If your interest is only PERSONAL, you must declare it but can still speak and vote.  If your 

interest is PREJUDICIAL, you must leave the room.  However, you have the same rights as 

a member of the public to address the meeting before leaving. 

 

 
1 Minutes 

To confirm the minutes of the meeting held on 17 September 2013. 
 

 

5 - 8 

2 Public Consultation 

Members are reminded that at the beginning of the meeting those 
applicants who have requested to address the Committee on their 
application, and with the approval of the Chairman, will be allowed to do so 
in accordance with the agreed procedure a copy of which is attached.  This 
session will last for 30 minutes only. 
 

 

9 - 9 

3 Planning Applications 

To consider the Planning Group Manager's schedule of planning 
applications as follows: 

 

  

(a) Application No. 06-13-0025-F - Beacon Park (land at) Beaufort 

Way, Gorleston (Sainsbury's) 

Erection of foodstore, 4 no retail units, petrol filling station and car wash 
with associated car parking, landscaping, access and highway works to 
form Beacon Park Neighbourhood Centre. 
 
 

 

10 - 56 
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(b) Application No. 06-13-0469-F - 1 Coastguard Cottages, Caister 

Replace existing garden and decking with three storey 3 bedroom 
dwelling. 

 

57 - 88 

(c) Application No. 06-13-0274-F - Back Lane-Hemsby Road, 

Martham 

Resubmission of change of use from employment land to residential and 
the development of 3 no. 4 bedroom "barn style" dwellings. 

 

89 - 116 

(d) Application No. 06-13-0413-F - Lidl Foodstore, Pasteur Road, 

Great Yarmouth 

Provision of a left turn egress onto Pasteur Road from the Lidl Car Park. 

 

117 - 
137 

(e) Application No. 06-13-0447-SU - Land North of Marina Centre, 

Great Yarmouth 

Change of use of hard and soft landscaped areas to car parking and 
alterations including new replacement ice cream parlour. 

 

138 - 
172 

(f) Application No. 06-13-0439-SU - Oxford & Brasenose Avenue, 

Gorleston 

Use of communal grass areas for communal parking areas. 
 

 

173 - 
180 

4 Planning Applications Cleared in September 2013 

To note the planning applications cleared in September 2013 by the 
Planning Group Manager and the Development Control Committee. 
 

 

181 - 
189 

5 Ombudsman and Appeal Decisions 

To note that there are no Ombudsman decisions to report, however, the 
following Appeal decisions have been received: 
 
APP/U2615/C/13/219648 (Appeal A) - Land at Hall Farm, Hall Road, 
Martham 
............ Appeal dismissed and the enforcement notice is upheld with 
corrections. 
 
APP/U2615/A/13/2194611 (Appeal B) - Land at Hall Farm, Hall Road, 
Martham 
........... Appeal dissmissed. 
 

 

  

6 Any other business 

To consider any other business as may be determined by the Chairman of 
the meeting as being of sufficient urgency to warrant consideration. 
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7 Exclusion of the Public 

In the event of the Committee wishing to exclude the public from the 
meeting, the following resolution will be moved: 
 
"That under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act, 1972, the 
public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business on 
the grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as 
defined in paragraph(s)...... Part 1 of Schedule 12(a) of the said Act."  
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Development Control 

Committee 

 

Minutes 
 

Tuesday, 17 September 2013 at 18:30 

 

Attendees: 
Mr George Jermany (Member), Mr Charles Reynolds (Member), Mr Jim Shrimplin 
(Member), Mr David Thompson (Member), Mr Anthony Blyth (Vice Chairman), Mr 
Michael Castle (Chairman), Mrs Marlene Fairhead (Member), Ms Marie Field 
(Member), Mr Charles Marsden (Member), Mrs Kerry Robinson-Payne (Member) 
 
Apologies for Absence: 
Mr Bert Collins (Member), Mr Barry Cunniffe (Member), Mr John Holmes (Member) 
 
Absent: 
No Members Absent 

  
Also in attendance at the above meeting were: 
  
Councillor Linden attended as Ward Councillor for items 3(a) and (b) and Councillor 
Jeal also attended. 
  
Mr D Minns (Planning Group Manager), Miss J Smith (Technical Officer) and Miss S 
Davis (Senior Member Services Officer). 
 

 

1 Minutes 1  

 
The minutes of the meeting held on 22 August 2013 were confirmed. 
 

  

2 Public Consultation  2  

 
There were no applications discussed during the public consultation item. 
 

  

3 Planning Applications - Applications List 3  

 
The Committee considered the Planning Group Manager's schedule of planning 
applications as follows: 
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(a) Application No. 06-13-0413-F - Lidl Foodstore, Pasteur Road, Great 
Yarmouth (a)  

 
The Committee considered an application to provide a left turn egress onto Pasteur 
Road from the Lidl Car Park.  The  Group Manager stated that the applicant had 
submitted further representations regarding vehicular movement figures but, 
unfortunately, the Highways Authority had not yet had the opportunity to respond to 
that representation.  He suggested, therefore, that the application be deferred until a 
response was received.  It was clarified that the applicant was happy for the item to 
be deferred. 

RESOLVED: 
That Application No. 06/13/0413/F be deferred pending the Highways 
Authority's comments regarding the applicant's additional representation 
on the number of vehicle movements in and out of the site.  
  

Councillor Castle declared a personal interest in the above item on the grounds 
that he was also a  Norfolk County Councillor who were a statutory consultee 
on the application, but in accordance with the Members' Code of Conduct he 
was allowed to speak and vote. 
 

  

(b) Application No. 06-13-0422-F - Lidl Foodstore, Pasteur Road, Great 
Yarmouth (b)  
 
The Committee received details of the application to vary Condition 4 of Planning 
Permission 06/04/0317/F to permit deliveries on Sundays and Bank Holidays during 
the hours 8am to 6pm.  It was noted that, despite the plan showing an accoustic 
fence, no details had been provided.  Members were reminded that an application to 
vary the hours had been refused in 2007.  The Group Manager drew attention to the 
Environmental Health Manager's comments indicating that, whilst they had not 
objected because they had not received any complaints, this did not mean that 
complaints had not been received by the Planning Department regarding lorries 
arriving too early and waiting on roads with their engines on.  The applicant had tried 
to address this point and keep noise to a minimum by setting down some controls for 
their deliveries.  The point was made, however, that it was difficult to control how 
drivers would deliver their goods as Environmental Health only had control over them 
whilst they were on site and not whilst they were parked on roads.  The Highways 
Authority had no objection as they had agreed that the access was suitable as part of 
the original application.  The Manager recommended refusal until the 
applicant demonstrated that it would be able to mitigate the impact of Sunday and 
Bank Holiday deliveries on residents.  He clarified that there had been no material 
changes since the previous application to vary the condition had been refused, 
however, complaints had been received from residents regarding noise nuisance 
during normal delivery times and when drivers breached the conditions.   
 
Members noted the applicant's letter stating that they have a new management plan 
in place and compliance was now very good, however, they wanted to  have 
deliveries daily to ensure the store had fresh produce.  They had also referred to the 
proposed erection of an accoustic fence which would, hopefully, provide a barrier 
against the noise.  They had added they would accept a restriction of one delivery per 
day on Sundays and Bank Holidays and during the trading hours of 10-4. 
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Councillor Linden, Ward Councillor, pointed out that much of the noise nuisance for 
residents came from the loading bay adjacent to Station Road regardless of any traffic 
noise from Pasteur Road.  She added that the bay had been built slightly 
underground which added to the noise as lorries had to break sharply to enter and 
exist.  She expressed concern that Lidl had breached the existing restriction many 
times in the past even though it had been put in place to give residents a break from 
the noise at least one day per week.  She added that, whilst the adjoining B&M store 
had daily deliveries, their loading bay was the other side of the site nearer to Pasteur 
Road so didn't cause as much nuisance.  She referred to the proposed accoustic 
fence and stated that she did not think this would be a planning "gain", querying why 
residents would want to see a fence permanently erected in front of their houses 
just so Lidl could have one extra delivery per day. She concluded by asking the 
Committee not to approve the application even for a temporary period but to refuse it. 
 
The Group Manager reported that a wall had previously been erected to act as an 
accoustic barrier but this had not alleviated residents concerns.  Whilst the Officer's 
recommendation was to refuse the application, he suggested that if an 
accoustic fence was erected this might alleviate some of the issues and temporary 
permission could be granted in order to assess the impact. 
 
The Committee discussed the application and it was considered that Lidl was an 
important employer in the town that gave nearby residents access to a local store with 
fresh produce and, therefore, if temporary permission was granted and the fence 
erected this would enable any impact to be assessed. 

  
RESOLVED: 
That Application No. 06/13/0422/F be approved for a temporary period of 
six months to commence only after an accoustic fence had been erected. 

 

  

(c) Application No. 06-13-0436-SU - North Drive Car Park, Great Yarmouth (c)
  
 
The Committee considered the application for a change of use and alterations of two 
further tennis courts to additional car parking and it was noted that no objections had 
been received.   
 
Councillors Field and Castle, Ward Councillors, indicated that they had no objection to 
the proposal on the basis that the courts were underused and additional car parking 
on the seafront was needed.  The point was also made that car parks along the 
seafront should be open at weekends during the winter for visitors. 

 

RESOLVED: 
That Application No. 06/13/0436/SU be approved in accordance with 
Policies REC9, REC11, TR21, BNV9 and BNV10 of the Borough-Wide 
Local Plan. 

 

  

4 Planning Applications Cleared in August 2013 4  

 
The Committee received the Planning Group Manager's schedule in respect of 
applications cleared during August 2013 under delegated powers, together with those 
determined by the Development Control Committee. 
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5 Ombudsman and Appeal Decisions 5  

 
There were no Appeals or Ombudsman decisions to note. 
 

  

The meeting ended at:  19:10 
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL COMMITTEE 
 

PUBLIC CONSULTATION PROCEDURE 
 
 
 
 
(a) Thirty minutes only will be set aside at the beginning of each meeting to deal with 

applications where due notice has been given that the applicant, agent, supporters, 
objectors, and any interested party, Parish Council, Local Community Partnership 
and other bodies (where appropriate) wish to speak. 

 
(b) Due notice of a request to speak shall be submitted in writing to the Group 

Manager (Planning) one week prior to the day of the Development Control 
Committee meeting. 

 
(c) In consultation with the Group Manager (Planning), the Chairman will decide on 

which applications public speaking will be allowed. 
 
(d) Three minutes only (or five minutes on major applications at the discretion of the 

Chairman) will be allowed to (i) objectors together, (ii) an agent or applicant and (iii) 
supporters together, (iv) to a representative from the Parish Council, (v) Local 
Community Partnership and (vi) Ward Councillors. 

 
(e) The order of presentation at Committee will be:- 
 

(i) Planning Officer presentation. 
(ii) Agents, applicant and supporters. 
(iii) Members’ questions. 
(iv) Objectors and interested parties. 
(v) Members’ questions of objectors. 
(vi) Parish Council or Ward Councillors or Local Community Partnership and 

Others. 
(vii) Chairman and Officers’ questions of clarification. 
(viii) Committee debate and decision. 
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Schedule of Planning Applications               Committee Date: 15 October  2013 

 

Reference: 06/13/0025/F 

Parish: Gorleston 

Officer: Mr D.Minns 

  Expiry Date: 02-05-2013  

Applicant: Sainbury’s Supermarkets Ltd. 

Proposal: Erection of food store, 4 No. retail units, petrol filling station and car 

wash with associated car parking, landscaping access and highway works to form 

Beacon Park Neighbourhood Centre   

 

Site: Beacon Park (Land at) Beaufort Way Gorleston     

 

REPORT 

 

1.     The Proposal  
 
1.1 The site area is 4.1ha (10.54 acres). The site is bounded by Beaufort Way to the 
south and west and Woodfarm Lane to the north and east and lies around 3km south 
of Great Yarmouth and 1.2 km from Gorleston’s town centres. The site comprises 
agricultural greenfield land. Ground levels are relatively flat. The site is accessed via 
Beaufort Way which is linked to the A12. 
 
1.2 The proposal is for full planning permission for a new food store, four smaller 
retail units (Use Classes A1-A5), petrol filing station, a totem pole advert, a 542 
space car park (including provision for disabled spaces and parent and child spaces) 
and associated landscaping. In addition the proposal includes 40 cycle loops and 8 
motorcycle parking spaces.  
 
1.3 The four smaller retail units are approximately 80 sq. m. each in size. Each of the 
smaller units shares a loading/unloading pull-in area accessed off the new access 
road and a parking area. 22 car parking spaces are dedicated to these units in total. 
There are also new pedestrian and cycleways proposed connecting with Beacon 
Park which will improve the permeability of the site. The gross internal floor area of 
the proposal as a whole is 7,369 sq. m. 
 
1.4 The development provides a service yard with a turning circle and dedicated 
unloading bay with a service dock 1.2m above yard level. Within the yard there is a 
bio-mass boiler, transformer and generator room and Biffa waste disposal bins. A 
sprinkler tank and pump house serve the main store and are located in a separate 
enclosure in the service yard. The development also includes a goods on-line facility 
accommodating an 8 van delivery service 
 
1.5 The food store external elevations will be clad in a mixture of uniform cladding 
panels, Douglas Fir vertical timber cladding and full height vertical glazing. The 
single storey building comprises two main parts: the sales area, coffee 
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shop/restaurant and staff area; and the warehouse/back area, unloading bay and 
goods on line area. There is a continuous external canopy to the front (south-west) 
elevation. The four smaller units front elevations are similarly clad and attached to 
the main food store. 
 
1.6 The proposal also includes the provision of a new roundabout for Beaufort Way 
which will serve both this development and will be configured to also serve future 
development on adjacent land and linking into the separate proposal for the new 
spine road to the A143. 
 
1.7 The existing 20m landscaping area adjacent to Wood Farm Lane is to be 
retained, providing screening to the rear of the main food store. A detailed 
landscaping scheme has been included for the proposal. Under the provisions of the 
adopted Borough-wide Local Plan, Wood Farm Lane will be stopped up. (This was 
also agreed as part of the Phase 2 Beacon Park scheme.) It is anticipated that the 
proposal will provide between 350 and 400 new jobs 
 
Hours of operation proposed are: 
Monday – Saturday 0700-2300 and Sunday and Bank Holidays 1000-1600 
 
1.8 As part of the application, the applicants have also submitted: traffic and retail 
assessments; flood risk assessment (because of the site is over 1 ha in size); a 
protected species survey alongside a desktop and Phase 1 Ecological Survey; 
archaeological assessment; noise survey report and access and design statement 
 
1.9.The proposed totem pole sign which is located on the northern side of the 
junction of the A12 and Beaufort Way is  2.9 wide and 6.3 metres high is included in 
this application but also subject to a separate application and  would be internally 
illuminated . (Application No.06/13/0026/A)  
 
1.10 Members are informed that the reason this planning application has not come 
to Planning Committee before this time is that the Highways Agency issued a 
Holding Direction on the application meaning that it couldn’t be determined before 
this power of direction was lifted as further explained in the Highways Agency 
consultation response section of this report 
 
2. Planning History  
 
2.1 The site forms part of a larger area of some 72 hectares (172.8 acres) of land 
that was originally granted deemed approval for a mix of Business/commercial/ 
residential  uses with associated landscaping and open space in July 1995. (This site 
is known as Phase 1 of Beacon Park.) 
 
2.2 Approval for the infrastructure for the allocation as a whole including the A12 
roundabout and related junction, lagoons and landscaping to the development which 
are now well established and reduce the overall impact of the development in the 
landscape followed in April 1999.The land is designated in the Great Yarmouth 
Borough Wide Local Plan 2001 and there are a number of associated policies which 
seek to promote a high quality business park and commercial area. 
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2.3 A further planning application (Phase 2) was submitted by GYBC property 
services and approved by the Development Control Committee subject to a legal 
agreement in July 2007 but this is yet to be signed and permission issued.   
2.4 The Phase 2 application was an outline planning application for commercial and 
residential development neighbourhood centre and sheltered housing covering 
approximately 37.25 hectares   of land within the site originally approved in July 
1995.  The proposed development consists of approximately 11.51 hectares of 
commercial development to the west of the site, together with 5.78 hectares of 
residential development (approximately 204 dwellings). In addition, the development 
included   a neighbourhood centre, shops and services. (Although an indicative 
location was shown in the ‘master plan for the site’, the location of the 
neighbourhood centre was never agreed.) 
 
2.5 The retail element of this Phase 2 application also accorded with the Great 
Yarmouth Retail and Leisure Study (DTZ Pieda Consulting 2006) which anticipated a 
convenience (food) need within the Borough of 2000 sq. metres up to 2011. 
 
2.6 The ‘master plan’ submitted with the outline application for Phase 2 describes the 
‘neighbourhood centre’ as providing local amenities, such as shopping facilities, 
laundrette and take-away food outlets. The ‘Final Retail Statement’ submitted with 
this application for Phase 2 anticipated a foodstore of up to 1,500 sq.m (net) together 
with a range of shops each comprising 500sq. m. 
 
2.7 The key headlines from this ‘Final Retail Statement’ of particular relevance to this 
application are summarised as follows: 
 

 The net sales area for the foodstore would only sell food with no comparison 
goods on offer; 

 There was no ‘end user’ at the time of the application. However, it was 
assumed that a turnover of £7million was expected which is the equivalent 
turnover associated with ‘deep discount’ retailers such as Aldi and Lidl; 

 A high proportion of customers would come from walk-in trade from the new 
housing proposed ; 

 The provision of the neighbourhood centre would reduce the need for 
residents in the locality to travel to shops especially for top-up shopping; and 

 It was anticipated that main food shopping would continue at the main 
supermarkets in the wider area. 

 
 
3. Consultations 
 
3.1 Parish Council - Bradwell – No objection to plans as submitted. 
 
3.2 Gorleston Chamber of Trade – ‘We have No Objections to the planning   
application.’ 
 
3.3 Neighbours/Article 8 Advert: 

 ‘Object to the proposal’ - see attached Morrison’s letter;  
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 Letter of objection from  the Chairman of the Gorleston Traders Association 
on the grounds of potential impact from out of town shopping created by the 
proposal on the low level of vacant units in the town (currently under 5%, and 
one of the lowest proportion in the country); 

 5 supporting letters from residents issues raised: support the supermarket 
use; support the petrol filling station; boost to the local economy; support for 
the retailer offer; and 

 2 letters of objection expressing concern over the impact of additional traffic 
generated on Woodfarm Lane. 

 
3.4 James Paget University Hospitals –The Trust has examined the Planning 
Application at your office and does not wish to comment or offer any objection to this 
planning application.    
 
3.5 Highways Agency – Holding direction until 30 October 2013 (recently 
withdrawn)  
‘Further to my letter dated 30 August you may be aware of Circular 02/2013 “The 
Strategic Road Network and Delivering Sustainable Development” published on the 
10 September 2013. This new document now requires highway mitigation if forecast 
demand exceeds capacity in the opening year only. I am content the demonstration 
of scenario 2 in the document ref NO9-AW-AW12 and Beaumont Way produced by 
Vectors dated 23 August 2013, reflects the likely forecast demand for traffic at the 
opening year of the proposed development and that the A12 trunk road reflect the 
likely demand for traffic at the opening year of the proposed development and that 
the A12 trunk road remains satisfactorily operational.  
 
In consideration of the above I am now able to confirm that the Highway Agency now 
raise no objection to the application and attach a TR110 reflecting the current 
situation which supersedes that dated 30 August 2013.’ 
 
No objection to the Totem sign. 
 
3.6 Norfolk County Highways – 
 ‘Thank you for consulting the Highway Authority on the above application. All the 
supporting information had been assessed and discussions held with the developers 
highways advisors. A mitigation package has been agreed which includes the 
extension of Beaufort Way and a new roundabout junction and an access road to the 
store, on land to the south east and to Woodfarm Lane with mini-roundabout access 
to the store. A bus service will be provided to the store from Great Yarmouth Town 
Centre for all hours of opening by extending the existing No 2 service to James 
Paget Hospital.  
 
The store will be linked to existing footways and cycleways. The 'Red Line' drawing 
shows the store access road linking to Wood Farm Lane. Before this link to Wood 
Farm Lane is made, Wood Farm Lane to the north of the junction with the store 
access road must be closed off to through vehicular traffic to avoid traffic rat running 
via Oriel Avenue and Wood Farm Lane to the store. This is covered in the suggested 
conditions below. The Highway Authority recommends no objection subject to 
conditions suggested in the consultation   letter and completion of Section 106 
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Agreement securing a Travel Plan bond and monitoring fees.’  ( See attached letter 
including conditions) 
 
In terms of the totem sign there is no objection from the County subject conditions  
controlling the degree of illumination and that the sign should be finished in a non 
reflective material.  
 
3.7 Norfolk Fire and Rescue Service – ‘A fire hydrant is required on site (at the 
applicants expense) details of the location to be agreed before the commencement 
of development and a condition is required on any pp to cover this.’ 
 
 
3.8 Environment Agency –   
‘ Controlled Waters – We refer to the “Site Investigation Report” referenced 
GN16260SSI, dated July 2013 and prepared by Harrison Geotechnical submitted to 
us by Stephen Rose of Indigo Planning on 2 September. This document responds to 
our previous comments concerning the possible presence of elevated levels of 
nutrient contaminants associated with the soil and groundwater in the area of the 
derelict hard-standing lying across the south eastern boundary of the proposed 
development site. Our records indicate this area was previously used as a fertilizer 
depot. 
  
Based on the information now provided we consider the proposed development site, 
which includes only a small area of the former depot, would appear to pose a low 
risk to the water environment. Our previously recommended conditions for the site to 
be subject to further investigation, assessment and remediation as may be 
necessary would therefore now appear to be unnecessary. 
  
However, if, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to 
be present at the site then no further development (unless otherwise agreed in 
writing with the local planning authority) should be carried out until the developer has 
submitted, and obtained written approval from the local planning authority. A 
remediation strategy detailing how this unsuspected contamination shall be dealt 
with should be provided.’ 
 
3.9 Norfolk Constabulary – Holding Objection with reference to developer 
contributions. The scale of the developer is anticipated to require financial 
contributions towards delivering Police services to address community safety, tackle 
fear of crime and seek to achieve a reduction in crime. The Norfolk Constabulary is 
currently obtaining information/guidance from the each of the District Commanders 
and Local Delivery Inspectors for Policing Impact. This will include details in respect 
of any impact arising from the development. Whilst this information is being collated 
please take this letter as a holding application. Further info from the Borough Council 
requested if the development requires a developer contribution towards additional 
police infrastructure. No further information regarding District Commanders 
information/guidance has been received. (The consultation response was sent on 26 
February 2013). 
 
3.10 Anglian Water – No Response 
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3.11 Essex and Suffolk Water- We would advise you that our existing apparatus 
does not appear to be affected by the proposed development. We give consent to 
this development on the condition that water mains are laid in the highway to the 
development, and that the water service is connected with a meter for revenue 
purposes. 
 
3.12 Natural England – This proposal does not appear to affect any statutory 
protected sites or landscapes, or have significant impacts on the conservation of 
soils, nor is the proposal an EIA development.  
 
3.13 Environmental Health – make a number of Comments (see attached 
comments and proposed conditions)  
 
3.14 Crime Prevention Architectural Liaison Officer – General advice given on 

designing out crime. 

 
3.15 Building Control – No comments that affect planning.  

 
3.16 Refuse Collection - Trade waste contract required with collection from least 

public area 

 
3.17 Archaeologically – The proposed development lies within a nationally significant 
multi-period cropmark complex indicating intensive use of the landscape since the 
prehistoric period. The archaeological desk based assessment submitted with the 
application has highlighted that there is a high potential for  archaeological  remains 
of prehistoric date to be present at the site, moderate to high potential for Roman 
evidence for medieval and post medieval remains. Consequently there is a high 
potential overall that the heritage assets with archaeological interest ( buried 
archaeological remains)  will be present at the site and that their significance will be 
adversely affected by the development.  If permission is granted, we therefore ask 
that this is subject to a programme of   archaeological  work in accordance with 
National Planning Policy Framework para 135. Three conditions are suggested 
which are standard   archaeological investigation scheme requirements.    
 

4. Planning Policy Context  
 
4.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that 
planning applications be determined in accordance with the development plan, 
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
National Planning Policy Framework 
 
4.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) recognises the important role 
that   development can bring in promoting healthy and competitive town centre 
environments.  
 
4.3 In order to protect the role of town centres as the heart of their community’, the 
NPPF requires that when determining planning applications for main town centre 
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uses that are not in an existing centre and not in accordance with an up-to-date local 
plan, the local planning authority should apply the sequential test to assess whether 
there are suitable alternative sites that are sequentially preferable (within or closer to 
the town centre) and impact ‘tests’ to assess whether significant adverse impacts on 
town centre vitality and viability or planned investment are likely to occur. 
 
4.4 The NPPF is clear that where an application fails to satisfy the sequential test or 
are likely to have a significant adverse impact then they should be refused. 
(Paragraph 27).  
 
4.5 For decision taking the NPPF supports approving development proposals that 
accord with the development plan without delay and where the development plan is 
absent, silent or relevant policies are out of date, granting planning permission 
unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the this Framework as 
a whole or specific policies in this framework indicate development should be 
restricted.   
 
4.6 NPPF paragraph 17 sets out core planning principles. The following are of 
relevance to this application: 
 

- Planning should ‘proactively drive and support stainable economic 
development to deliver homes, business and industrial units, infrastructure 
and thriving local places that the country needs. Every effort should be made 
objectively to indentify and then meet the housing, business and other 
development needs of an area, and respond positively to the wider 
opportunities for growth’;   

 
- Planning should always   seek to secure high quality design and a good 

standard of amenity for all existing and future occupiers of land and buildings; 
 

- Planning should ‘encourage the effective use of land by reusing land that has 
been previously developed (brownfield Land), provided that it is not of high 
environmental value’; and 
 

- Planning should ‘actively manage patterns of growth to make the fullest 
possible use of public transport, walking and cycling and focus significant 
development in locations which are or can be made sustainable’;   

 
4.7 Paragraph 56 promotes good design stating  ‘Planning policies and decisions 

should aim to ensure that developments will function well and add to the 
overall quality of the area, not just for the short term but over the lifetime of the 
development; 

      
4.8 Paragraph 67 refers to the impact that ‘Poorly placed advertisements can 
have a negative impact on the appearance of the built and natural environment. 
Control over outdoor advertisements should be efficient, effective and simple in 
concept and operation. Only those advertisements which will clearly have an 
appreciable impact on a building or on their surroundings should be subject to the 
local planning authority’s detailed assessment. Advertisements should be subject 
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to control only in the interests of amenity and public safety, taking account of 
cumulative impacts’ 

 
 
Local Policy Context: 
 

4.9 The most up to date and relevant local plan policies to be considered here and     
set out above   are contained   in the Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan 
2001and the emerging Core Strategy (September 2013). 

 
Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan (2001) 
 
4.10 The GYWLP includes saved policies which were given full weight for a 
protected period for 12 months following publication of NPPF in March 2012. 
However from March 2013 existing polices and the amount of weight   that can be 
given to the saved policies is dependent on their degree of consistency with the 
NPPF.    
 
4.11 Of the saved policies set the most relevant to this application are set out in this 
report. In the consideration of this application it is also relevant to consider the 
historical context of Policy SG2 and SG8 in particular their relevance to the current 
proposals and compatibility with the NPPF.   
 
 
Policy SG2   DISCOUNT DURABLE GOODS RETAIL WAREHOUSES AND FOOD 
SUPERMARKETS/SUPERSTORES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED 
 
 
Policy SG8   THE EXISTING USE OF THE WOODFARM (J & H BUNN) SITE AS 
SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS MAP WILL BE RETAINED IN THE SHORT TERM.  
FOLLOWING DEMISE OF THIS USE, AND SUBJECT TO OTHER POLICIES IN 
THE PLAN, THE COUNCIL WILL GRANT PLANNING PERMISSION FOR THE USE 
OF THE LAND AS A NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE 
 
 
4.12   SG2 has its origins from as far back as 1982. It was written to stop a potential 
developer from creating a retail warehouse park (or supermarket) in the South-West 
Area and later, in the South Gorleston Development Area (SGDA), when the South 
West Area Local Plan was adopted in 1992. Members, at the time, were happy to 
endorse the concept of a ‘neighbourhood centre’ on the SGDA. In order to protect 
the employment area(s) neither discount retail warehouses nor food retail would be 
allowed because employment land was in short supply – particularly that on land of 
good building quality. 
 
4.13 This view was informed by the (then) on-going appeal decisions re ASDA, the 
London & Midland (Gapton Hall Retail Park) and what is now the Thamesfield Way 
(B&Q / Argos) development etc. Potential employment land, of good building quality, 
was under a very real threat from retail given the above decisions. There were also 
concerns about Gorleston High Street.  
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4.14 SG2 eventually became a ‘saved’ policy within the GYWLP (although the 
comma after ‘warehouses’ disappeared in the adopted 2001 version) and as such 
was not open to further scrutiny a course of action agreed with GO-East at the time. 
 
4.15 Other relevant ‘saved policies’ are as follows: 
 
 

 
POLICY SHP6 SUBJECT TO HIGHWAY AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

CONSIDERATIONS, THE COUNCIL WILL PERMIT THE 
PROVISION OF NEW LOCAL SHOPPING FACILITIES AND 
NON-RETAIL COMMERCIAL USES IN NEIGHBOURHOOD 
AND VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRES PROVIDED THAT THE 
DEVELOPMENT IS OF A SCALE COMPATIBLE WITH THE 
SIZE AND CHARACTER OF THE CENTRE. 

 
(Objective:  To improve the range of outlets and environment of 
local shopping centres.) 
 
 

POLICY SHP9        THE COUNCIL WILL PERMIT THE PROVISION OF NEW  
LOCAL SHOPPING FACILITIES IN ALL SETTLEMENTS, SUBJECT TO THE 
PROPOSAL BEING OF A SCALE COMPATIBLE WITH THE SIZE OF THE 
SETTLEMENT AND HAVING REGARD TO DESIGN, HIGHWAY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS, AND TO OTHER POLICIES IN 
THE PLAN. 

(Objectives: To retain and enhance the provision of local shops. 
 

 

POLICY SHP12  PETROL FILLING STATIONS AND SERVICE AREAS 
(INCLUDING ROADSIDE CAFES AND RESTAURANTS)  MAY 
BE PERMITTED ONLY WHERE: 

 

(A)THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT BE LIKELY TO RESULT IN 

A SIGNIFICANT HAZARD TO ROAD SAFETY OR 

SIGNIFICANTLY IMPEDE THE FREE FLOW OF 

TRAFFIC ON ANY HIGHWAY IN THE LOCALITY; 

(B) THERE WOULD BE NO SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACT 

ARISING FROM NOISE OR GENERAL DISTURBANCE; 

(C) THERE WOULD BE NO SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT OR 

LANDSCAPE; AND, 

(D) ANY HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED BY THE 

PROPOSAL WOULD NOT HAVE A SIGNIFICANT 

ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 
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(Objective:  To protect the environment and landscape and       

ensure highway safety) 

 

 
POLICY TCM13 DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED WHERE IT 

WOULD ENDANGER HIGHWAY SAFETY OR THE 
SATISFACTORY FUNCTIONING OF THE LOCAL HIGHWAY 
NETWORK.  IN APPROPRIATE CASES A TRAFFIC IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE 
THAT DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS CAN BE 
SATISFACTORILY ACCOMMODATED WITHIN THE 
HIGHWAY NETWORK TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ANY 
IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED. 

 
(Objective: To ensure that new development does not prejudice 
highway safety or the free flow of traffic.) 
 

 
POLICY TCM31 THE COUNCIL IS COMMITTED TO THE PROVISION OF THE 

CYCLEWAYS SHOWN ON THE PROPOSALS MAP 
TOGETHER WITH THE PROVISION OF ADEQUATE CYCLE 
PARKING FACILITIES IN AND AROUND GREAT YARMOUTH 
AND GORLESTON TOWN CENTRES AND 
NEIGHBOURHOOD SHOPPING CENTRES, AND WILL 
NEGOTIATE WITH DEVELOPERS WITH A VIEW TO 
SECURING ADEQUATE CYCLE PARKING ON ALL FUTURE 
MAJOR SHOPPING, OTHER COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, 
PUBLIC BUILDING AND ENTERTAINMENT DEVELOPMENTS.  
IN THE SHORT TERM PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS: 

 
(a)  GORLESTON, VICTORIA ROAD TO LINKS ROAD 

CYCLEWAY 
(b)  GAPTON HALL TO PASTEUR ROAD 

CYCLEWAY/ROUTE (SOUTH SIDE) 
(c)  GT. YARMOUTH LAWN AVENUE TO CAISTER 

CYCLEWAY 
(d)  GT. YARMOUTH SOUTHTOWN ROAD (QUEENS 

ANNES ROAD TO MALTHOUSE LANE) 
(e)  BRADWELL TO BELTON FOOTPATH/CYCLEWAY 

(OLD RAIL ROUTE ALIGNMENT) 
 

(Objectives:  to improve the cycleway network in the interests of 
improving accessibility and public safety and the needs of 
cyclists are met.) 

 
POLICY SG15 THE MAIN ACCESS/DISTRIBUTOR ROAD WILL BE 

REQUIRED TO BE DESIGNED TO PROVIDE SUFFICIENT 
CAPACITY TO ACCOMMODATE TRAFFIC FLOWS LIKELY 
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TO BE GENERATED BY DEVELOPMENT OF THE DEFINED 
DEVELOPMENT AREA HAVING REGARD TO THE 
FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS: 
(A) THE NEED TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF ALL ASPECTS OF 

HIGHWAY DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS IN 

DETERMINING THE PRECISE ALIGNMENT OF THE 

ROAD, AND AS APPROPRIATE, THE NECESSITY, IN THE 

SHORT TERM, OF MINIMISING SEVERANCE OF FARM 

LAND IF THE MAIN ACCESS/DISTRIBUTOR ROAD IS 

EXTENDED WESTWARDS; 

(B) THE NEED FOR ALL ACCESS TO THE NEW 

INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL AREAS 

TO BE INDIRECTLY PROVIDED BY THE NEW MAIN 

ACCESS/DISTRIBUTOR ROAD, WITH NO ACCESS 

PERMITTED FROM WOODFARM LANE; AND, 

(C) PROVISION OF APPROPRIATE SPACING OF ACCESS 

ROAD JUNCTIONS ALONG THE MAIN 

ACCESS/DISTRIBUTOR ROAD, WITH INDIVIDUAL 

DIRECT VEHICULAR OR PEDESTRIAN ACCESS TO THE 

ACCESS/DISTRIBUTOR ROAD DENIED TO FRONTAGE 

DEVELOPMENT. 

 

 

4.16    Although there is no “saved” policy which explicitly sets out the retail hierarchy 

for the Borough, the supporting text confirms that  

 Great Yarmouth fulfils the role of “main shopping centre for both tourists 

and the catchment area” (paragraph 4.1.4); 

 Gorleston is identified as a “smaller, more specialist, district centre which 

predominantly serves the residents in the southern part of the Borough” 

(paragraph 4.1.4); and  

 the smaller local centres (such as Caister, Bradwell and Magdalen Way) 

“serve the daily needs of local residents” and “provide neighbourhood and 

village communities with a good, convenient alternative to town centre 

shopping for their general needs and are vital to the elderly and infirm”. 

 

 
Core Strategy Publication (Regulation 19) (September 2013) 
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4.17 The Core Strategy seeks to establish the spatial vision and objectives of how 
the Borough will grow in the future setting out the series of strategic policies and site 
allocations called ‘Core Policies’ and ‘Key Sites’ which set the strategic context for 
future Local Plan Documents. The current version of the Core Strategy seeks to plan 
for the Borough between the period 2014 – 2029.   
 
4.18 It is in its 6th iteration and is currently out to consultation and expected to be 
submitted for independent assessment by the Planning Inspectorate late 2013/early 
2014. It therefore is a material consideration in this application although it cannot be 
afforded substantial weight as a material consideration in the determination of this 
application. 
 
4.19 There is an identified need to accommodate between 3,232 sq m (net) and 
6,464 sq m (net) of new ‘food’ (convenient goods) shopping floor space and up to 
27,672 sq m (net) of ‘non-food’ (comparison goods) shopping space to 2031. It is 
considered that in the short to medium term, any new major development should be 
concentrated in Great Yarmouth town centre. According to the emerging Core 
Strategy, The Conge and the North Quay will present the most appropriate locations 
for new mixed-uses, including retail, commercial and leisure uses (paragraph 
4.7.12). 
 
4.20 The supporting text to Policy CS7 (paragraph 4.7.4) states that Gorleston as the 
second largest town centre in the Borough, is functioning relatively well by 
complementing rather than duplicating the role fulfilled by Great Yarmouth. However, 
in terms of convenience retailing, Morrison’s ‘plays an important role in ensuring that 
people continue to shop locally. The Council will sustain and enhance the important 
food shopping function of the town and continually seek to improve its existing 
environment and townscape quality.’ 
 
4.21 The current version of the Core Strategy states in paragraph 4.7.6 that: 
 
‘….Given the limited opportunities to create a new district centre within the existing 
built-up area of Bradwell, it is anticipated that the new district centre will be located 
within close proximity to the proposed sustainable urban extension at Beacon Park, 
land south of Bradwell, although further work will need to be undertaken before the 
exact location can be confirmed. Once established, the centre will provide a 
sustainable mix of shopping, services, community facilities within a high quality 
public realm. Successful neighbourhoods need to have such facilities to draw people 
into the area to live and work there.’ 
 
4.22 This vision is enabled through Policy CS18 of the current version of the Core 
Strategy. In addition, Policy CS16 (Improving Accessibility and Transport) sets out 
the Council’s commitment to developing a well-integrated community, connected by 
a sustainable transport system. As part of this, creating a link road to the south of 
Bradwell via the A12 through Beacon Park to the A143 Beccles Road and is 
identified as a priority scheme. 
 
4.23 The current version of the Core Strategy has reduced the proportion of new 
development in terms of the overall vision from the Borough that should be located in 
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Gorleston and Great Yarmouth from 55 % (as outlined in an earlier iteration) to 35%. 
Great Yarmouth and Gorleston are however identified as ‘main towns’ in the 
Borough. The application site lies within the development boundary for Gorleston. In 
addition, approximately 1,000 homes have been proposed as an allocation in south 
Bradwell under Policy CS3 and promoted via Policy CS18 which is close by. This is 
expected to be wholly built within the plan period. 
 
4.24 It is important that in making planning decisions, the Council consider the future 
needs of  the Borough and in the absence of an up to date definition of a 
‘neighbourhood centre’, when this future development is taken into account, a 
proposal of this scale is suitable to serve potential local needs. The Core Strategy is 
proposed to be submitted for formal independent examination in later in 2013/early 
2014 and has already been through 5 previous rounds of consultation. As such, it 
should be afforded some weight as a material consideration in the determination of 
this application. 
 
5. Application Appraisal and Assessment  
 
5.1 This planning application has been considered in the context of the two retail 
studies as part of the informatives to the development of the new Local Plan for the 
Borough (2006 – by DTZ and 2011 – Strategic Perspectives). In addition, the 
applicants’ retail assessment has been independently assessed by Strategic 
Perspectives. This is important particularly as the Borough Council is the land owner. 
This information has informed the recommendations in this report. 
 
5.2 The main planning issues are: the principle of retail development in this location; 
how the proposal sits within the retail policies for the Borough; the potential impact 
on Great Yarmouth and Gorleston town centres; and highway issues. 
 
 
 
5.3 The Principle of Development in this Location 
 
5.3.1 As already stated in the GYWLP section of this report as well as the proposal 
section, this application site originally was given outline planning consent in July 
1995 forming part of a wider 72ha. mixed development site forming Beacon Park. 
 
5.3.2 The Beacon Park section in the adopted GYWLP allocates land within the plan 
area for a ‘neighbourhood shopping centre’ (SG8). This current planning application 
is in close proximity to the site that was allocated for the ‘neighbourhood shopping 
centre’ 
 
5.3.3 The all-encompassing retail policy in the South Gorleston Development Area   
chapter of the adopted local plan (2001) policy SG2 does not support food 
supermarkets in this location. 
 
5.3.4 However, the GYWLP section of this report demonstrates that the basis of this 
policy is very out of date, being based on evidence from the 1980’s. This application 
is submitted in a different situation and circumstance from the time this policy was 
derived. The SGDA is being expanded and we are now proposing a further 1,000 to 
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1000+ homes along with concrete proposals for a new link road from the A143 to 
A12 along with additional employment land school in the immediate area.   
 
5.3.5 The saved policies in the adopted Local Plan do not define what a 
‘neighbourhood centre’ should be and equally this is not defined in national policy 
guidance either. 
 
5.3.6 In addition SHP9, a general shopping policy in the adopted Local Plan permits 
new local shopping facilities in all settlements subject to proposals being compatible 
with the size of settlement and having regard to design, highway and environmental 
considerations and to other policies in the plan. The lower case text supporting this 
policy states: 
 
    ‘ In areas of major new residential development the Borough Council will expect 
developers to provide for local shopping, such as the South Gorleston Development 
Area however, where local shops are provided they should not be of a size whereby 
they attract car-borne customers from outside the immediate locality 
 
5.3.7 The applicants consider that the Policy SHP9 relates to local shops, effectively 
corner shops which offer a different service to larger food supermarkets and town 
centre shops. The applicants consider this policy seeks to permit smaller shops 
regardless of whether they are located in a centre. As such, they consider that the 
policy does not relate to neighbourhood level centres and therefore provides no 
guidance for such development.   
 
 
5.3.8 Their view is based on the basis that the site for a neighbour centre with no 
defined floor space was designated on Beacon Park and that the associated 
planning application submitted in 2007 was approved by the Development 
Committee. The fact that the earlier planning application centre sought to provide 
3,200 m2  (net) of retail floor space whilst the current  application seeks  to provide 
4,368m2(plus retail shops) is  therefore of no relevance. 
 
5.3.9 It should be made explicit from the outset that the applicants consider that this 
application is fully in accordance with the Local Plan allocation and requirement for a 
Neighbourhood Centre on Beacon Park and fully complaint with the National 
Planning Policy Framework. 
 
5.3.10 Their view is made on the basis that the site for a neighbour centre with no 
defined floor space was designated on Beacon Park and that the associated 
planning application submitted in 2007 was approved by the Development 
Committee.  
 
5.3.11 This view fails to recognise the content of the ‘Final Retail Statement’ 
submitted with this application for Phase 2 of Beacon Park which anticipated a food 
store of up to 1,500 sq.m (net) together with a range of shops each comprising 
500sq. m. as outlined earlier in this report. This current application seeks to provide 
4,368sq. m. (plus retail shops) which is significantly larger than that originally 
envisaged in the 2007 application. This is a material consideration in the 
determination of this application. 
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5.3.12 The land subject of this application is allocated within the wider allocation of 
Beacon Park in the adopted GYWLP. As such the principle for development on this 
site has already been accepted. At the same time some weight must be given to 
adopted local plan policy which seeks to prevent supermarkets in neighbourhood 
level centres. However, because of the dated evidence base for this policy, in reality 
the National Planning Policy Framework should carry greater weight in this case. 
 
5.3.13 In addition, it is important to consider the new relief road to the A143 for which 
funding is already in place and the proposed future scale of new development in the 
vicinity, both residential and commercial. This means that the scale of development 
in the foreseeable future will be of a scale not envisaged at the time the 2007 outline 
application was approved by members.  
 
5.4 Sequential Test  
 
5.4.1 The NPPF in paragraph 24 states that as part of this test: 

 ‘only if suitable sites are not available should out of centre sites be considered.’  
The site does not lie within or adjacent the Great Yarmouth or Gorleston defined 
town centres and therefore these tests as outlined in the NPPF need to be 
applied. 
 

5.4.2 The applicant has provided a sequential test through Indigo consultants who 
are acting as agents for the applicant. Section 5 of the Indigo report assesses 
whether there are any sequentially preferable sites that are suitable and available 
either in or on the edge of Great Yarmouth and Gorleston town centres that can 
accommodate the proposed food store. 

 
5.4.3 Strategic Perspectives consider it is also important when assessing the Indigo 
report to consider viability even though paragraph 24 of the NPPF is not specific on 
this point it is an important consideration regarding an overall assessment of a 
potential site’s suitability.  
5.4.4 Furthermore the NPPF in paragraph 173 states: ‘careful attention to viability 
and costs in plan-making and decision-taking’.  
 
5.4.5 In addition the Supreme Court ruling regarding Tesco Stores Ltd v Dundee 
City Council (2012) UKSC 13 is also a material consideration. In this case it was 
held that the issue of ‘suitability’ must be directed at the developer’s proposals and 
not to some alternative scheme which might be suggested by the local planning 
authority. The key part of the judgement is that when assessing the suitability of an 
alternative site for the proposed development can be altered or materially reduced so 
that it can be made to fit an alternative site.  
 
5.4.5 In the Indigo report, it states that the food store proposal is intended to serve 
the south Gorleston area, in particular the existing and future residents of Beacon 
Park.’ (paragraph 7.2). They say that the proposed ‘neighbourhood centre’ would 
‘reduce the need for local residents to travel to access retail facilities and services 
and the provision of a bulk food store as part of the neighbourhood centre would 
improve competition and choice.’ (paragraph 7.3) In assessing the proposal against 
the sequential assessment Indigo state that ‘it is important to keep in mind the 
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identified need the proposal is intended to address. Any alternative site must be 
capable of meeting the need to provide better facilities to the Beacon Park area or it 
cannot be considered to be a sequentially preferable alternative. It follows that 
Beacon Park is the only location where a neighbourhood centre can be located.’ 
(Paragraph 7.4) 
 
5.4.6 It is clear that the food retailing envisaged by the proposal is out of scale with 
what would be normally expected with the Council’s original intention for the area as 
set in Policy SG2 of the GYWLP, albeit there was no floor area specified in the policy 
. However, apart from Morrison’s in Gorleston and the Rainbow Co-operative in 
Bradwell, the majority of the Borough’s food store provision is in and around Great 
Yarmouth.  
 
5.4.7 The scale of the proposal for the food store , with a retail  sales floor area  of 
4,368 sq m is only slightly below that of Tesco’s in Pasteur Road (3,109 sq m) and 
Asda New Road (2,998 sq m) and almost twice as large as Morrisons (1,421 sq m). 
Strategic Perspectives have said that the sales area as proposed will clearly draw on 
a catchment population and trade that extends beyond its ’local hinterland’ and this 
is material to both the sequential test and impact assessments.  
 
5.4.8 Strategic Perspectives say that when assessing sites in Great Yarmouth, none 
realistically lend themselves to a new food store. In addition, the local planning 
authority required Gorleston sites to be considered. Specifically the Laundry site at 
Blackwall Reach, directly to the south of the existing  Morrisons store. This site was 
identified in the Great Yarmouth Retail Study 2011 as having potential to 
accommodate between 1,500 and 2,000 sq m net of new retail floor space. 
Morrisons have no control of the land and there is no permission in place to extend 
the store.  It therefore can be concluded that the site is not currently available for 
new convenience goods floor space.  
 
5.4.9 In summary therefore there are no sites in my opinion (as informed by Strategic 
Perspectives) that could accommodate the identified need and demand for a food 
store in a sequentially preferable location. The fact that the identified need is specific 
to Beacon Park is an important material consideration in the overall assessment. 
Therefore the site meets the requirements of the sequential test. 
 
 
5.5 Retail Impact 
 
5.5.1 The applicant in their original assessment concluded that in terms of existing 
shopping patterns, 79% of Zone 4 residents main food shopping trips were 
undertaken in places other than Gorleston with Great Yarmouth being the main 
destination. The Blackwall Reach Morrison’s accounted for 31.1% of secondary trips 
and 19.5% of top-up trips for Zone 4 residents. (Zone 4 is mainly formed of 
Gorleston residents.) These proportions were agreed with by Strategic Perspectives 
because they were based on existing household survey results. 
 
5.5.2 Strategic Perspectives consider that Morrisons is clearly an important anchor 
for the town of Gorleston’s food and retail offer and helps to underpin the town’s 
overall vitality and viability. The evidence also confirms that Morrison’s , by virtue of 
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its location, generates significant linked trips and expenditure for the town’s other 
shops, services and facilities. 
 
5.5.3 Notwithstanding this, the survey evidence also shows that 77.6% of main bulk 
food shopping trips currently go to stores outside of Gorleston and Zone 4; 
principally to the out-of-centre Tesco (38.8%) and Asda (19.4%) superstores of 
Great Yarmouth. There would therefore appear to be some potential to claw back a 
proportion of these shopping trips to a more convenient and sustainable location in 
Zone 4. 
 

5.5.4  In addition, the independent assessment considers that there will not be 
significant impact on Great Yarmouth town centre, rather any impact will largely 
affect the existing large out of town supermarkets such as Tesco and Asda. 
However, because of their location out of town, their impact does not affect the 
Impact Assessment process.  
 

5.5.5 Strategic Perspectives has indicated that the applicant has inaccurately 
predicted the level of average trade to be expected from the Sainsbury store. The 
independent assessment predicts that the predicted average trade will be higher 
than the applicant suggests and that this will have a direct impact on Morrisons trade 
and therefore indirectly on the potential trade within the town centre. On this 
information therefore, the proposal will have a potentially significant impact on future 
potential trading both within the Gorleston town centre and the existing food store 
Morrisons.  
 
5.5.6 The applicants in response to this and using the independent assessment 
figures have provided additional information in the form of a letter and supporting 
tables taking account of the loss of linked trips to the Gorleston town centre arising 
from the potential direct impact on Morrisons. On this basis, the applicants calculate 
that the potential impact on Gorleston town centre from trade diversion to the new 
retail proposal will be below 10%. (see attached letter) 
 
5.5.7 The application proposal if approved will take up the convenience retail 
capacity proposed for the Borough to 2031. However, should the application be 
approved, the applicant has agreed to the inclusion of a condition to ensure that the 
convenience retail floor space is not increased from that in the  proposal.  
 
5.5.8 On balancing he considerations in this application , the proposal passes the 
sequential test and has limited negative impact on Great Yarmouth town centre..In 
terms of Gorleston the applicants have demonstrated that excluding the presence of 
Morrisions which is outside the town boundary  and the linked trips it is considered to 
generate that the again there is a limited impact on town of Gorleston.  
 
5.5.8 The presence of the Morrisions  store - although outside the defined  town 
centre boundary  in my opinion and that of Strategic Perspectives however as  a 
material consideration that can not be simply be ignored and needs to be accorded 
some weight. It is clear that Morrisons supplements the town centre but on 
consideration of the evidence there is not overwhelming evidence to demonstrate the 
impact  would  so significant   when considered in the light of the NPPF to warrant 
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refusal of the application on this issue alone or to cause Morrisons  which is 
considered currently to overtrading to close.  As already stated earlier in this report, 
in such cases where this is the conclusion, the NPPF expects local authorities to 
approve applications. 
 
5.5.9 Subject the conditions mentioned within the report the overall design and 
layout of the development is considered to comply with the stated aims and policy in 
the local plan which seeks to promote sustainable development with a minimal 
adverse impact upon it surroundings and employment generator which promotes the 
social, economic and commercial ambitions of the Borough..    
 
 
5.6. Highway issues 
 
5.6.1 The Highways Agency has now withdrawn their power of direction and are now 
satisfied with the evidence put forward regarding the impact of the proposal on the 
A12 which had been the basis of the holding direction on the planning application.  
 
5.6.2 The county highways authority is satisfied with the mitigation package 
measures proposed  subject to the suggested conditions which includes the 
extension of Beaufort Way and a new roundabout junction on Beaufort Way and the 
access way to the store and also serving the smaller proposed units. It is suggested 
that a Section 106 is proposed in order to secure a Travel Plan bond and monitoring 
fees ..   . 
 
5.6.3 As a result, any potential highways issues   have been addressed. . 
 
 
6.0 Other Statutory Consultee  responses  
 
6.1  As can be seen above all other issues raised by the various bodies have been 
resolved or can be addressed subject to the suggested condition as put forward in 
the report..  
 
7.0 Recommendation  
 
7.1 The application is recommended for approval subject to the conditions referred to 
in the report, a limit on the percentage amount of goods to be sold ie 
convenience/comparison goods  in the store and the Section 106  as necessary; it is  
considered compliant with the National Planning Policy Framework  and  emerging 
and current local plan providing  a sustainable form of  development, economic 
benefits and employment to the Borough.  
 
7.2 Members should be aware that  should the application be approved under the 
Town and Country Planning (Consultation) (England) Direction 2009, because  of the 
size of the proposal it will need to be referred to the Secretary of State prior to any 
decision being  issued.  
 
Background Papers : Planning File 06/13/0025/F 
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Schedule of Planning Applications  Committee Date:15th October 2013 
 
Reference: 06/13/0469/F 

     Parish: Caister-on-Sea 
Officer: Mrs M Pieterman 
Expiry Date: 25-09-2013 

Applicant:  Mrs H Stratford  
 
Proposal: Replace existing garden and decking with 3-storey 3-bed dwelling  
 
Site:  1 Coastguard Cottages (adjacent), Caister-on-Sea 
 
REPORT 
 
1. Background / History :- 
 
1.1 1 Coastguard Cottages is a late 19th/early 20th century end terraced two-

storey terraced dwelling located almost on the beach and reached along an 
unmade up narrow track off Old Mill Road which in turn is at the eastern end 
of Beach Road. This area is made up of a tight-knit group of residential 
dwellings of various ages and styles/sizes. Adjoining the northern boundary is 
a caravan park and this joins the ‘Never Turn Back’ public house; beyond this 
is the beach and dunes which also run north to south along the eastern 
boundary of the property. 

 
1.2 The site is located within village development limits and is not located within a 

flood zone, despite its proximity to the sea, although it is within the Coastal 
Protection area. 

 
2. Consultations :- 
 
2.1 Article 8 Notice/Neighbours: 2 letters of objection, 2 letters of support (it 

should also be noted that 1 additional letter of support was submitted, 
however, it has been alleged that it was not sent by the person named in the 
correspondence – this letter has now been withdrawn and an objection has 
been lodged in its place) Full copies are attached however; the main issues 
are outlined below: 

 
Support: 
Nice design 
Will enhance the area  
Will look good from the beach 
 
Objection: 
No new builds approved in this area for years;  
Misleading application; 
Others in the area have been refused previously 
Underhanded and devious  
Overloading of drainage system 
Lack of integration into surrounding area 
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Uncharacteristic and out of place 
Impact on surrounding area, residents and increased traffic using unmade up 
road

 
2.2 Parish Council: Object, cottage falls within 50 year erosion plan (full copy of 

comments attached) 
 
2.3 Norfolk County Highways: No objection subject to the imposition of conditions 
 
2.4 Coastal Manager: A full copy of his comments is attached however the main 

issues are as follows: 
 Issue of proximity of structure to sea wall 
 There is a minimum of a 5m set-back line for any permanent structure 
 The foundation design should take into account the levels of the sea 

wall foundation 
 The development is within an area of possible erosion (as shown on 

the short-to medium term Shoreline Management Plan)  
 It is unlikely that it will not be significantly affected by coastal erosion 

before long-term predictions as noted in the SMP 
 Providing there is sufficient access to the defence structure and any 

permanent structures are constructed to a design which takes into 
consideration the foundations of both, then there would be no objection 
to this development. 

 
2.5 Strategic Planning: no response received 
 
2.6 Building Control: Building Regulations issues have been discussed with agent 

and are to be addressed at Building Control stage 
 
2.7 GYBServices: No issues regarding refuse collection 
 
3. Policy :-   
 
3 .1 POLICY HOU7  
 

NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT MAY BE PERMITTED WITHIN THE 
SETTLEMENT BOUNDARIES IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP IN 
THE PARISHES OF BRADWELL, CAISTER, HEMSBY, ORMESBY ST 
MARGARET, AND MARTHAM AS WELL AS IN THE URBAN AREAS OF 
GREAT YARMOUTH AND GORLESTON. NEW SMALLER SCALE 
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENTS* MAY ALSO BE PERMITTED WITHIN 
THE SETTLEMENT BOUNDARIES IDENTIFIED ON THE PROPOSALS MAP 
IN THE VILLAGES OF BELTON, FILBY, FLEGGBURGH, HOPTON-ON-SEA, 
AND WINTERTON.  IN ALL CASES THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA SHOULD 
BE MET: 

 
(A) THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT BE SIGNIFICANTLY DETRIMENTAL TO 

THE FORM, CHARACTER AND SETTING OF THE SETTLEMENT; 
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(B) ALL PUBLIC UTILITIES ARE AVAILABLE INCLUDING FOUL OR SURFACE                       
WATER DISPOSAL AND THERE ARE NO EXISTING CAPACITY 
CONSTRAINTS WHICH COULD PRECLUDE DEVELOPMENT OR IN THE 
CASE OF SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE, DISPOSAL CAN BE 
ACCEPTABLY ACHIEVED TO A WATERCOURSE OR BY MEANS OF 
SOAKAWAYS; 

 
(C) SUITABLE ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS CAN BE MADE; 
 
(D) AN ADEQUATE RANGE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT, COMMUNITY, 

EDUCATION, OPEN SPACE/PLAY SPACE AND SOCIAL FACILITIES ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE SETTLEMENT, OR WHERE SUCH FACILITIES ARE 
LACKING OR INADEQUATE, BUT ARE NECESSARILY REQUIRED TO BE 
PROVIDED OR IMPROVED AS A DIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF THE 
DEVELOPMENT, PROVISION OR IMPROVEMENT WILL BE AT A LEVEL 
DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE PROPOSAL AT THE DEVELOPER’S 
EXPENSE; AND, 

 
(E) THE PROPOSAL WOULD NOT BE SIGNIFICANTLY DETRIMENTAL TO 

THE RESIDENTIAL AMENITIES OF ADJOINING OCCUPIERS OR USERS 
OF LAND. 

 
(Objective: To ensure an adequate supply of appropriately located housing 
land whilst safeguarding the character and form of settlements.) 

 
* ie. developments generally comprising not more than 10 dwellings. 

 
3.2      POLICY HOU15 
 

ALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS INCLUDING REPLACEMENT 
DWELLINGS AND CHANGES OF USE WILL BE ASSESSED ACCORDING 
TO THEIR EFFECT ON RESIDENTIAL AMENITY, THE CHARACTER OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT, TRAFFIC GENERATION AND SERVICES. THEY 
WILL ALSO BE ASSESSED ACCORDING TO THE QUALITY OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT TO BE CREATED, INCLUDING APPROPRIATE CAR 
PARKING AND SERVICING PROVISION. 

 
(Objective: To provide for a higher quality housing environment.) 

 
 
Core Strategy- Emerging Policy 
 
3.3 Policy CS1 
 

For the Borough of Great Yarmouth to be truly sustainable it has to be 
environmentally friendly, socially inclusive and economically vibrant not just 
for those who currently live, work and visit the borough, but for future 
generations to come. When considering development proposals the Council 
will take a positive approach, working positively with applicants and other 
partners to jointly find solutions so that proposals that improve the economic, 
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social and environmental conditions of the borough can be approved 
wherever possible. 

 
To support the creation of sustainable communities the Council will only 
support new development and investment that successfully contributes 
towards the delivery of: 

 
a) Sustainable growth, ensuring that new development is of a scale and 
location that compliments the character and supports the function of individual 
settlements 
 
b) Mixed adaptable neighbourhoods that provide choices and effectively meet 
the needs and aspirations of the local community 
 
c) Environmentally friendly neighbourhoods, that is located and designed to 
help address and where possible mitigate the effects of climate change 
 
d) A thriving local economy, flourishing local centres, year-round tourism and 
an active port 
 
e) Safe, accessible places that promote healthy lifestyles and provide easy 
access for all to jobs, shops and community facilities by walking, cycling and 
public transport 
 
f) Distinctive places, that embrace innovative high quality urban design where 
it responds to positive local characteristics and protects the borough’s 
biodiversity, unique landscapes and built character 
 
Planning applications that accord with this policy and other policies within the 
Local Plan (and with polices in adopted neighbourhood plans, where relevant) 

 
3.4 Policy CS8 
 

The Great Yarmouth area is one of the top coastal tourist destinations in the 
UK. To maximise the benefits of this, the visitor economy needs to be 
diversified further and where possible, the season expanded. This will be 
achieved by: 

 
a) Encouraging the upgrading and enhancement of existing visitor 
accommodation and attractions to meet changes in consumer demands and 
encourage year-round tourism 
b) Safeguarding the existing stock of visitor holiday accommodation, unless it 
can be demonstrated that the current use is not viable or that the loss of some 
bed spaces will improve the standard of the existing accommodation 
 
c) Safeguarding key tourist, leisure and cultural facilities such as the Britannia 
and Wellington Piers, Pleasure Beach, Hippodrome, the Sea Life Centre, the 
Marina Centre, Great Yarmouth Racecourse and Gorleston Pavilion Theatre 
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d) Maximising the potential of existing coastal holiday centres; ensuring that 
there are adequate facilities for residents and visitors and enhancing the 
public realm where appropriate 
 
e) Supporting the development of new high quality tourist, leisure and cultural 
facilities that are designed to a high standard, easily accessed and have good 
connectivity with existing attractions 
 
f) Encouraging a variety of early evening and night time economy uses in 
appropriate locations that contribute to the vitality of the borough and that 
support the creation of a safe, balanced and socially inclusive evening/night 
time economy 
 
g) Supporting proposals for the temporary use of vacant commercial buildings 
for creative industries, the arts and the cultural sector, where appropriate 
 
h) Working with partners to support the role of the arts, creative industries and 
sustainable tourism sectors in creating a modern and exciting environment 
that will attract more visitors to the borough 
 
i) Supporting proposals for new tourist attractions and educational visitor 
centres that are related to the borough’s heritage, countryside and coastal 
assets and emerging renewable energy sector 
 
j) Encouraging proposals for habitat-based tourism particularly where these 
involve habitat creation and the enhancement of the existing environment, in 
particular the areas linked to the Norfolk Broads 
 
k) Protecting environmentally sensitive and rural locations from visitor 
pressure by ensuring that new quality tourist, leisure and cultural facilities are 
of a scale and type to the settlements place in the hierarchy in accordance 
with Policy CS2 
 
l) Ensuring that all proposals are sensitive to the character of the surrounding 
area and are designed to maximise the benefits for the communities affected 
in terms of job opportunities and support for local services 
 
m) Supporting proposals involving the conversion of redundant rural buildings 
to self catering holiday accommodation and/or location appropriate leisure 
activities; particularly where these would also benefit local communities and 
the rural economy 
 
n) Working with partners to improve accessibility and public transport links to 
make it as easy as possible for visitors to travel to, and around the borough 

 
3.5 Policy CS13 
 

Significant parts of the borough are at risk from flooding which will increase 
with climate change. To ensure a sustainable and practicable approach to 
flood risk and coastal protection the Council will: 
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a) Direct development proposals away from areas of highest risk of flooding 
(Flood Zones 2, 3a and 3b) unless it can be demonstrated that: 

 
 The requirements of the Sequential Test are met; 
 Where applicable, the requirements of the Exceptions Test are met. A safe 

access/egress route throughout the duration of the flood event should be 
provided. However, if this is demonstrated as not being possible then 
evacuation will be considered as a means of making the development safe; 

 A satisfactory Flood Response Plan has been prepared 
 
b) Ensure that new developments on sites adjacent to defences provide 
adequate access for repairs, maintenance and upgrades and that the 
development will not affect the integrity of the defence. New development 
needs to take into account the Environment Agency’s flood defence proposals 
so that future flood defence options are not compromised 
 
c) Seek developer contributions towards flood alleviation and coastal erosion 
schemes, where required 
 
d) Encourage the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) in all new 
developments 
 
e) Ensure that new development takes in consideration the findings of the 
Surface Water Management Plan 
 
f) Design flood protection and coastal erosion measures to enhance nature 
conservation and biodiversity interests, including where practical replacement 
habitats lost to coastal erosion 
 
g) Locate new development away from areas at risk of coastal erosion as 
identified in the Kelling to Lowestoft Shoreline Management Plan (SMP). In 
addition Coastal Change Management Areas (CCMAs) will be defined for the 
areas of coastline where the SMP policy is for 'no active intervention' such as 
at Scratby and Hopton. 

 
4. Assessment :- 
 
4.1 The submitted application seeks approval for the erection of a modern, 

architect designed end of terrace three-storey dwelling, overlooking Caister 
beach with the lifeboat station to the south. 

 
4.2 The proposed property is located at the eastern end of the existing terraced 

dwellings. The living spaces (kitchen, dining room and living room) are located 
at first floor level with the primary orientation of these looking south and east 
in order to make the most of the sea views. The dwelling will also incorporate 
passive solar design creating a low emission property. 
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4.3 The scale of the dwelling is commensurate to the adjacent and adjoining 
properties along the terrace with the adjoining eaves starting at the same level 
as the existing dwellings, with the roof-line then extending upwards. 

 
4.4 Whilst the design is, undeniably, very different to the dwellings in the 

immediate area it would make a distinctive feature when viewed from the 
beach. Modern design can sit well with older features and many modern new 
build extension and buildings have been successfully incorporated into both 
the immediate and wider area in other places. It is therefore considered that 
the design would enhance the area and would sit well with the existing 
dwellings. There would be very little impact to the amenities of adjacent 
residents by way of overlooking or overshadowing due to orientation and 
scale. 

 
4.5 There have been some objections received in relation to the proposed 

dwelling from a nearby neighbour and the Parish Council. These objections 
mostly relate to: the council ruling that no new builds could be erected on ‘this’ 
side of the old railway line; this is not an extension but a new house, hope that 
a local homeowner who has regularly fought against builds in this area will be 
listened to. 

 
4.6 The Parish Council go on to say that there were a number of meetings held by 

Norfolk County Council in 2003/2004 to discuss coastal erosion which showed 
the expected erosion lines which was adopted as both Government and 
Norfolk County Council Policy that no residential or building development was 
carried out to the east of these erosion lines. There is no justification for the 
grant of planning permission for what appears to be an unviable proposition. 
There are questions as to how much damage will be done to the present sea 
wall by putting in new foundations. It is also a requirement that a 10ft 
maintenance area from the edge of the sea wall is kept for future 
maintenance.  

 
4.7 In response to the above the Coastal Protection Manager has stated that 

some of the comments from the Parish Council may relate to an older Norfolk 
Structure Plan Policies. Indeed it should be noted that the Norfolk Structure 
Plan is no longer a valid planning document and therefore its contents cannot 
be taken into consideration. Consequently, it is necessary to look to the 
provisions of the existing local plan, the National Planning Policy Framework, 
and some very limited weight can be given to the emerging Core Strategy. 

 
4.8 Nevertheless the site is shown to be within an area of possible erosion and it 

is unlikely that it will not be significantly affected by coastal erosion before the 
long-term predictions. However it should also be noted that from a Coastal 
maintenance point of view, providing there is sufficient access to the defence 
structure and any permanent structures are designed taking into consideration 
the foundations of both the sea wall and the proposed dwelling, then there is 
no objection to the proposal from the Coastal Protection Manager. 

 
4.9 However the Coastal Protection Manager does go on to state that whilst an 

extension to the existing house would not increase community exposure to 
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the risk of coastal erosion, the new house with additional occupiers means 
that there is an increase in this risk and should be taken into consideration in 
line with the emerging policy CS13. 

 
4.10 It has been suggested that the property could be used as a holiday home, and 

this temporary use would have a lesser impact on the amenities of adjacent 
residents, than a permanent residential property and there would be less 
issues with safety of residents in times of extreme weather. If members are 
minded to approve the application it could be conditioned that the property is 
to be used purely for holiday purposes if felt absolutely necessary. 

 
5. RECOMMENDATION :-  
 
5.1 Approve: The development is considered to accord with the provisions of the 

adopted Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan and the emerging policies 
of the Core Strategy, and the National Planning Policy Framework.  

 
5.2 The Coastal Protection Manager has not overtly objected to the scheme, 

although he did note that the site could be affected by future erosion, however 
his main concerns relate to the use of foundations and its impact on the 
adjacent sea wall and that sufficient space be left for maintenance purposes 
and this can be conditioned if members are minded to approve the 
application. 

 
5.3 On balance the scheme is considered an acceptable form of development 

whose unique and interesting design will add an unusual yet aesthetically and 
visually pleasing feature to this area and will not have a significant or adverse 
impact on the amenities of the area or adjacent residents. 
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Schedule of Planning Applications  Committee Date: 15th October 2013 
 
Reference: 06/13/0274/F 

                                                                                 Parish: Martham 
Officer: Mrs M Pieterman 
Expiry Date: 04-07-2013 

Applicant: Billockby Farms Limited  
 
Proposal: Re-submission: change of use from employment land to residential and 

the development of 3 No. 4 bedroom ‘barn style’ dwellings 
 
Site:  Back Lane/ Hemsby Road, Martham 
 
REPORT 

 
1. Background / History :- 

 
1.1 The land subject to this application is located towards the eastern end of the 

village with the main access being off Hemsby Road, although there is some 
limited access off Back Lane. The area is mixed in nature with residential 
barns, some small industrial units and a larger industrial unit to the north east, 
and a medical centre.  

 
1.2 The land subject to this application is currently vacant following the demolition 

of the building that originally stood on the site and it is fenced off from the 
main industrial sites although there is no definition or division between the site 
and the existing barns to the west. 

 
1.3 The land is not within defined village development limits and is designated as 

being suitable for employment/commercial within the current local plan and 
this designation for employment/commercial use is proposed to move 
forwards into the emerging core strategy. 

 
1.4 The submitted application seeks a departure from this designation to allow the 

construction of 3 No. 4 bedroom ‘barn style’ dwellings with associated parking 
and amenity space. The site has a long history of applications for similar 
development and these previous applications are outlined below: 

 
06/06/0253/F: Erection of five residential dwellings and demolition of existing 
buildings – withdrawn 

 
06/06/0927/F: Erection of five residential dwellings and demolition of existing 
buildings – refused  
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06/10/0029/F: Change of use from employment land to residential and the 
development on 3 no. 4 bedroom ‘barn style’ dwellings – withdrawn 

 
06/10/0415/F: Change of use from employment land to residential and the 
development on 3 no. 4 bedroom ‘barn style’ dwellings – refused 

 
06/12/0753/F: Change of use from employment land to residential and the 
development on 3 no. 4 bedroom ‘barn style’ dwellings - refuse 

 
2. Consultations :- 

 
2.1 Article 8 Notice/Neighbours: 1 letter received concerning shared access (full 

copy of comments attached) 
 
2.2 Norfolk County Highways: re-submission has addressed previous concerns of 

the Highway Authority, no objection to amended plans subject to the 
imposition of conditions (full copy of comments attached) 

 
2.3 Parish Council: object (full copy of comments attached) 
 
2.4 Building Control: No apparent implications under Building Regulations with 

regard to planning 
 
2.5 Environmental Health: No response received 
 
2.6 Conservation Officer: scheme can be supported 
 
2.7 Norfolk Historic Environment Service: Conditions to be attached 
 
2.8 GYBServices: No objection 
 
2.9 Environment Agency: No objection subject to conditions concerning 

contaminated land and remediation strategy 
 
2.10 Norfolk Fire Service: No objection 
 
2.11 Natural England: No objection 
 
2.12 Strategic Planning: Object to the proposal – contrary to current and emerging 

local plan policy. 
 
3. Policy :- 

 
3.1      POLICY NNV5     
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           IN THE AREAS AROUND SETTLEMENTS SHOWN ON THE  

PROPOSALS MAP AS ‘LANDSCAPE IMPORTANT TO THE SETTING OF 
SETTLEMENTS’ THE COUNCIL WILL PERMIT DEVELOPMENT PROVIDED 
A DEVELOPER CAN DEMONSTRATE ESSENTIAL NEED OR THAT THE 
DEVELOPMENT WOULD NOT IMPINGE ON THE PHYSICAL SEPARATION 
BETWEEN SETTLEMENTS PARTICULARLY BETWEEN GREAT 
YARMOUTH AND CAISTER AND GORLESTON AND HOPTON WHICH 
ARE MAJOR GATEWAYS TO THE TOWN, OR GIVE RISE TO ANY OTHER 
SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE IMPACT. 

 
(Objectives:  To protect the setting of settlements and prevent urban sprawl.) 

 
 
3.2 POLICY HOU10 
 

PERMISSION FOR NEW DWELLINGS IN THE COUNTRYSIDE WILL ONLY 
BE GIVEN IF REQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH AGRICULTURE, 
FORESTRY, ORGANISED RECREATION, O R THE EXPANSION OF 
EXISTING INSTITUTIONS . 
 
THE COUNCIL WILL NEED TO BE SATISFIED IN RELATION TO EACH OF 
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA: 
 

I. THE DWELLING MUST BE REQUIRED FOR THE PURPOSE STATED 
 

II. IT WILL NEED TO BE DEMONSTRATED THAT IT IS ESSENTIAL IN THE  
INTERESTS OF GOOD AGRICULTURE OR MANAGEMENT THAT AN 
EMPLOYEE SHOULD LIVE ON THE HOLDING OR SITE RATHER THAN IN 
A TOWN OR VILLAGE NEARBY 
 

III. THERE IS NO APPROPRIATE ALTERNATIVE ACCOMMODATION 
EXISTING  OR WITH PLANNING PERMISSION AVAILABLE EITHER 
ONTHE HOLDING OR SITE IN THE NEAR VICINITY 
 

IV. THE NEED FOR THE DWELLING HAS RECEIVED THE UNEQUIVOCAL 
SUPPORT OF A SUITABLY QUALIFIED INDEPENDENT APPRAISOR 
 

V. THE HOLDING OR OPERATION IS REASONABLY LIKELY TO 
MATERIALISE  AND IS CAPABLE OF BEING SUSTAINED FOR A 
REASONABLE PERIOD OF TIME (IN APPROPRIATE CASES EVIDENCE 
MAY BE REQUIRED THAT THE UNDERTAKING HAS A SOUND 
FINANCIAL BASIS) 
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VI. THE DWELLING SHOULD NORMALLY BE NO LARGER THAN 120 
SQUARE METRES IN SIZE AND SITED IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO 
EXISTING GROUPS OF BUILDINGS ON THE HOLDING OR SITE 
 

VII. A CONDITION WILL BE IMPOSED ON ALL DWELLINGS PERMITTED ON 
THE BASIS OF A JUSTIFIED NEED TO ENSURE THAT THE OCCUPATION 
OF THE DWELLINGS SHALL BE LIMITED TO PERSONS SOLELY OR 
MAINLY WORKING OR LAST EMPLOYED IN AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, 
ORGANISED RECREATION OR AN EXISTING INSTITUTION IN THE 
LOCALITY INCLUDING ANY DEPENDANTS OF SUCH A PERSON 
RESIDING WITH THEM, OR A WIDOW OR WIDOWER OF SUCH A 
PERSON 
 

VIII. WHERE THERE ARE EXISTING DWELLINGS ON THE HOLDING OR SITE 
THAT ARE NOT SUBJECT TO AN OCCUPANCY CONDITION AND THE 
INDEPENDENT  APPRAISOR HAS INDICATED THAT A FURTHER 
DWELLING IS ESSENTIAL, AN OCCUPANCY CONDITION WILL BE 
IMPOSED ON THE EXISTING DWELLING ON THE HOLDING OR SITE 
 

IX. APPLICANTS SEEKING THE REMOVAL OF ANY OCCUPANCY 
CONDITION WILL BE REQUIRED TO PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT THE 
DWELLING HAS BEEN ACTIVELY AND WIDELY ADVERTSIEDFOR A 
PERIOD OF NOT LESS THAN TWELVE MONTHS AT A PRICE WHICH 
REFLECTS THE OCCUPANCY CONDITIONS 

 
IN ASSESSINGTHE MERITS OF AGRICULTURAL OR FORESTRY RELATED 
APPLICATIONS, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL SAFEGUARD MAY BE 
APPLIED; 
 
X. WHERE THE NEED FOR A DWELLING RELATES TO A N NEWLY 

ESTABLISHED OR PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE, 
PERMISSION IS LIKELY TO BE GRANTED INITIALLY ONLY FOR  
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION FOR TWO OR THREE YEARS IN 
ORDER TO ENABLE THE APPLICANT TO FULLY ESTABLISH THE 
SUSTAINABILITY OF  AND HIS COMMITMENT TO THE AGRICULTURAL 
ENTERPRISE 

 
XI. WHERE THE AGRICULTURAL NEED FOR A NEW DWELLING ARISES 

FROM AN INTENSIVE TYPE OF AGRICULTURE ON A SMALL ACREAGE 
OF LAND, OR WHERE FARM LAND AND A FARM DWELLING (WHICH 
FORMERLY SERVED THE LAND) HAVE RECENTLY BEEN SOLD OFF 
SEPARATELY FROM EACH OTHER, A SECTION 106 AGREEMENT WILL 
BE SOUGHT TO TIE THE NEW DWELLING AND THE LAND ON WHICH 
THE AGRICULTURAL NEED ARISES TO EACH OTHER. 
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3.3      POLICY HOU15 
 

ALL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS INCLUDING REPLACEMENT 
DWELLINGS AND CHANGES OF USE WILL BE ASSESSED ACCORDING 
TO THEIR EFFECT ON RESIDENTIAL AMENITY, THE CHARACTER OF 
THE ENVIRONMENT, TRAFFIC GENERATION AND SERVICES. THEY 
WILL ALSO BE ASSESSED ACCORDING TO THE QUALITY OF THE 
ENVIRONMENT TO BE CREATED, INCLUDING APPROPRIATE CAR 
PARKING AND SERVICING PROVISION. 

 
(Objective: To provide for a higher quality housing environment.) 

 
3.4 Emerging Core Strategy Policy CS6 (b) 
 
 The Borough of Great Yarmouth has a diverse local economy. It is the main 

service base in England for the offshore energy industry and has a thriving 
seasonal visitor economy. To ensure that the conditions are right for new and 
existing businesses to thrive and grow we need to continue to strengthen the 
local economy and make it less seasonally dependant. This will be achieved 
by: 

 
B) Safeguarding existing local employment areas identified in Table 9 for 
employment use (in this instance the land is identified as EL7 Hemsby Road, 
Martham). Alternative uses will only be allowed where it can be demonstrated 
that: 

 
 There is a sufficient range of suitable and available employment sites 

in the local area 
 There is a satisfactory relationship between the proposed use and the 

pre-existing neighbouring uses, without significant detriment to the 
continuation and amenity of existing or proposed uses 

 There is no commercial interest in the re-use of the site for 
employment, demonstrated by suitable marketing at an appropriate 
price for at least 18 months 

 A sequential viability test has been applied following unsuccessful 
marketing of the site, based on the following sequence of testing: 
mixed use of the site that incorporates an employment generating use, 
then non-employment use. 

 
3.5 National Planning Policy Framework 
 

The NPPF states that planning policies should support economic growth in 
rural areas in order to create jobs and prosperity by taking a positive approach 
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to sustainable new development. To promote a strong rural economy, local 
and neighbourhood plans should:  
 

 Support the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business 
and enterprise in rural area, both through conversion of existing 
buildings and well designed buildings. 
 

However, the NPPF also states that planning policies should avoid the long-
term protection of sites allocated for employment use where there is no 
reasonable prospect of a site being used for that purpose. Land allocations 
should be regularly reviewed. Where there is no reasonable prospect of a site 
being used for the allocated employment use, applications for alternative uses 
of land or buildings should be treated on their merits having regard to market 
signals and the relative need for different land uses to support sustainable 
local communities. 

 
4. Assessment :- 

 
4.1 As stated in paragraph 1.3 above, the land subject to this application is 

located within an area designated as being suitable for local employment. It is 
also outside any village development limits for residential developments as 
defined in the Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan. The site used to 
contain some old sheds/workshops/former agricultural buildings however 
these have since been cleared and the site is covered in scrub grass. A 2m 
high close board fence has been erected along the eastern boundary thereby 
dividing the application site from the nearby industrial building and associated 
parking. The scrub land to the rear of the site has been submitted for 
consideration under SHLAA although there is not decision on its suitability yet. 

 
4.2 The application seeks approval for the erection of 3 barn style single storey 

dwellings which have been designed to reflect the adjacent Manor Farm 
Barns residential development, which directly adjoins the application site to 
the west. However it should be noted that these were conversions and not 
new build properties and as such, are subject to different policies. 

 
4.3 Whilst there are no issues with the overall design of the scheme, which is 

well-designed and appropriate to the immediate residential dwellings it 
remains that the land in question is designated for employment use within the 
local plan and, more importantly, it remains so within the emerging Core 
Strategy, which is to replace the local plan within the next 2 years or so. 

 
4.4 Consultations were carried out concerning housing and employment land and 

this site was earmarked to remain in employment use and no objections were 
received to the contrary or arguing why it should be removed from the local 
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plan and therefore the designation has been carried forwards. As such this 
development is considered to be a departure from policy. 

 
4.5 Following the latest refusal of the scheme (Ref: 06/12/0753/F: Change of use 

from employment land to residential and the development on 3 no. 4 bedroom 
‘barn style’ dwellings) there were discussions between your officers 
(Development Control and Strategic Planning) and the agents to ascertain if 
there was a way forwards with this scheme. It was stated by your officers that 
for any scheme to be taken seriously then a robust and thorough economic 
viability study and proof of significant attempts at marketing should be 
submitted with any future application. Although some evidence was submitted 
it is somewhat scant, some of it is outdated as it was carried out 10 years ago 
and there were some discrepancies and therefore it is your officer’s opinion 
that this is insufficient to warrant overriding the clear policy objection that this 
scheme has elicited.  

 
4.6 Whilst it is undeniable that the scheme would sit well with the immediate 

residential barn development in terms of scale and design and would not have 
a significant or adverse impact on the visual amenities of the area or the 
adjacent residents it remains that the scheme is considered contrary to both 
current and emerging local plan policy. 

 
5. RECOMMENDATION :-  

 
5.1 Refuse: as stated above it is considered that insufficient evidence has been 

produced to warrant a departure from policies HOU10, HOU15 & NNV5 of the 
adopted Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan and policy CS6(b) of the 
emerging Core Strategy and is contrary to the provisions of the National 
Planning Policy Framework. 
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Schedule of Planning Applications  Committee Date: 15 October 2013 
 
Reference: 06/13/0413/F 

         Officer: Mr G Clarke 
Expiry Date:  05-09-2013  

Applicant: Lidl UK GmbH 
 
Proposal: Provision of a left turn egress onto Pasteur Road from Lidl car park 
  
Site:  Lidl Foodstore 
  Pasteur Road 
  Great Yarmouth   
 
REPORT 
 
1 Background / History :- 

 
1.1 Members will recall that the planning application was deferred at the last 

meeting as the applicants had submitted further information and the Highway 
Authority had requested further time to consider the application 

 
1.2 The Lidl store is sited between Pasteur Road to the north west and Station 

Road to the south east, to the south west of the site is the B & M store and to 
the north east is the Thurlow Nunn car dealership.  There is a housing to the 
north east at Plevna Terrace and the main residential area of Southtown is on 
the opposite side of Station Road to the south east. 

 
1.3 There is currently vehicular access to the site from Pasteur Road and Station 

Road but egress is only permitted onto Station Road.  When the original 
planning application for the store was submitted in 2004 the proposed layout 
showed egress onto Pasteur Road but this was deleted at the request of the 
Highway Authority. 

 
1.4  This application is for the formation of a left turn egress onto Pasteur Road. 
 
2 Consultations :- 

 
2.1 Highways – Originally objected to the application but following the receipt of 

further information the objection has been withdrawn.  Highways are still 
concerned about the possibility of ‘rat running’ through the site and have 
requested that, if approved, a condition is imposed requiring the installation of a 
barrier so that only shoppers can use the exit.  Highways have also requested 
that other standard conditions regarding the construction of the access and 
visibility are imposed.  A copy of the Highways letter is attached. 
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2.2 Neighbour - A letter of objection has been received from the General Manager 
of  Thurlow Nunn, the objection is based on road safety grounds (copy 
attached). 

 
2.3 Highways Agency – As the application will not adversely affect the A12 Trunk 

Road at this location the Highways Agency has no objection. 
 
3 Policy :- 

 
3.1 POLICY TCM13 
 
 DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED WHERE IT WOULD 

ENDANGER HIGHWAY SAFETY OR THE SATISFACTORY FUNCTIONING 
OF THE LOCAL HIGHWAY NETWORK.  IN APPROPRIATE CASES A 
TRAFFIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE 
THAT DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS CAN BE SATISFACTORILY 
ACCOMMODATED WITHIN THE HIGHWAY NETWORK TAKING INTO 
ACCOUNT ANY IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED. 

 
 (Objective: To ensure that new development does not prejudice highway safety 

or the free flow of traffic.) 
 
4 Assessment :- 

 
4.1 The B & M store that adjoins the site has the same access and egress 

arrangements as the Lidl store, the site was originally granted planning 
permission as a DIY store in 1985 and the following condition was imposed on 
the consent :- 

 
“After the Great Yarmouth Western Bypass is completed and opened to traffic 
provision shall be made on the site for vehicles to leave the site only by the 
access in Station Road. Details of such provision shall be submitted to and 
approved by the Local Planning Authority after consultations with the highway 
authority before any development is commenced” 

 
4.2 At the time of that permission highways were concerned that if traffic left the 

site onto Pasteur Road it would cause added risk and potential danger to road 
users. 

 
4.3 When the application for the Lidl store was submitted highways were of the 

same opinion and asked for the site layout to be amended so that the vehicular 
access on the Pasteur Road side was access only and egress from the site 
should only be via Station Road. 

 
4.4 According to the submitted information the proposed egress onto Pasteur Road 

will help to reduce traffic congestion and queuing on Station Road which is 
partly caused by most of the traffic leaving the site having to pass through the 
traffic light controlled junction of Station Road with Southtown Road.  The 
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application includes a Highway Statement (copy attached) which explains the 
reasons for the application and a traffic/accident survey. 

 
4.5 As explained in paragraph 2.1, the County Council’s Highways Officer has re-

considered the application following the submission of further traffic information 
from the applicants and has now withdrawn the original objection.  Highways 
are still concerned that traffic using Station Road will cut through the site to 
avoid the traffic lights at the Southtown Road junction.  In order to prevent this 
‘rat running’ have requested that, if the application is approved, a condition is 
imposed requiring that a token or ticket operated barrier is installed to prevent 
non-Lidl traffic from using the new egress. 

 
4.6 An objection has been received from the manager of the adjoining car 

dealership who is concerned that egress on to Pasteur Road would be 
dangerous and that when the surrounding roads are blocked, traffic will cut 
through the Lidl car park.  If a barrier is installed as required by Highways this 
will prevent traffic from taking a shortcut through the car park and Highways no 
longer object on road safety grounds. 

 
5 RECOMMENDATION :-  
 

Approve – subject to the installation of a barrier and the other conditions 
required by Highways. 
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Schedule of Planning Applications Committee Date: 15th October 2013 
 
Reference: 06/13/0447/SU 
                                                                                             Parish: Great Yarmouth 

Officer: Mrs M Pieterman 
Expiry Date: 17-10-2013 

Applicant: Great Yarmouth Borough Council 
 
Proposal: Change of use of hard and soft landscaped areas to car-park. 

Alterations including new replacement ice-cream parlour 
 
Site:  land north of the Marina Centre 
 
REPORT 

 
1. Background / History :- 

 
1.1 The Marina Centre is a well know leisure facility within the town and is located 

in the middle of the Golden Mile and is surrounded by the seafront 
Conservation Area. To the north of the site is the Pirates Cove crazy golf 
course and to the south is a small car park area. The remainder of the area is 
characterised by typical seaside attractions and shops. 

 
1.2 The site subject to this application is to the north of the Marina Centre and is 

sandwiched by the crazy golf course. It is currently under used at the rear of 
the centre although there are public toilets and an ice cream parlour. The front 
of the site is used for siting a mobile climbing wall. 

 
1.3 The whole area is within a Prime Holiday Area and a Conservation Area as 

defined in the adopted Great Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan. 
 
2. Consultations :- 

 
2.1 Article 8 Notice: 27 letter of objection and a 240 signature petition received 

mainly relating to: Loss of the toilets, parking spaces not needed, loss of an 
existing business (full copies are attached) 

 
2.2 Norfolk County Highways: No objection subject to the imposition of conditions 
 
2.3 GY Tourist Authority: No response received 
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2.4 Conservation Officer: sceptical of original plan and appears over-ambitious 
 
2.5 Strategic Planning: No response received 
 
2.6 Emergency Planning: No response received 
 
2.7 British Pipeline Agency: No response received 
 
3. Policy :-  

 

3.1 POLICY BNV10  
 

NEW DEVELOPMENT IN OR ADJACENT TO A CONSERVATION AREA 
WILL BE REQUIRED TO BE SYMPATHETIC TO THE CHARACTER OR 
APPEARANCE OF THE AREA IN TERMS OF SCALE, HEIGHT, FORM, 
MASSING, MATERIALS, SITING AND DESIGN. 

 
(Objective:  To retain and enhance the character and appearance of 
conservation areas.) 

 
3.2 POLICY BNV18  
 

THE COUNCIL WILL REQUIRE ALTERATIONS AND EXTENSIONS TO 
BUILDINGS TO BE SYMPATHETIC TO THE CHARACTER OF THE 
BUILDING TO BE EXTENDED AND TO ITS SETTING. 

 
4. Assessment :- 

 
4.1 The submitted application seeks approval for the change of use of the area to 

the north of the Marina Centre from general amenity space, with associated 
toilet block and ice cream parlour, which are to be removed. The ice cream 
parlour is to be replaced however the public toilet block will not be. New 
access to the car park will be from Marine Parade and the car park will be for 
use of Marina Centre users. Ticket machines will be on site but payment 
machines will be located in the foyer of the Marina Centre. 

 
4.2 The Marina Centre is undergoing significant investment and improvement 

over the next three years however it has always suffered from inadequate 
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parking and the proposal is to generate an additional 60 spaces, including 
disabled parking and motorcycle parking. 

 
4.3 The original application sought permission to demolish the entire toilet block 

to create parking and erect a new kiosk, however following considerable 
opposition the plans have been amended in order to retain some toilet 
facilities, a baby changing area and disabled toilets along with the new kiosk. 

 
4.4 The amended plans have reduced the number of parking spaces from 60 

spaces to 46; however this will still offer a significant amount of parking to the 
Marina Centre and will keep important local facilities for nearby businesses, 
locals and visitors to the area. 

 
4.5 There has been one letter received from the operator of the climbing wall that 

is located where the entrance of the car park is proposed, and that this 
development will result in the loss of his business. However, it is suggested 
that there may be other possible sites available along the seafront and that 
the Council’s Property Services department can assist in helping him find 
another pitch. The climbing wall is a very busy and popular feature and its 
loss would be unfortunate and detrimental to the seafront attractions and 
facilities and every effort should be made to accommodate this attraction 
elsewhere. 

 
4.6 Overall, the scheme is acceptable as it would generate the parking required 

for the Marina Centre and would maintain the local facilities as requested by 
opponents of the scheme, who generally have no objections to the proposal 
provided that the toilets are maintained and renovated. It would have a 
minimal impact on the visual amenities of the area and would not have an 
adverse impact on the surrounding Conservation Area. 

 
5. RECOMMENDATION :-  

 
5.1 Therefore, for the reasons given above the proposed development is 

considered acceptable and accords with the provisions of the adopted Great 
Yarmouth Borough Wide Local Plan and, in particular, BNV10 & BNV18. 
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Schedule of Planning Applications            Committee Date: 15 October 2013 
 
Reference:  06/13/0439/SU  

                                                                                   Parish: Gorleston  
                                                                                       Officer: Mr G Clarke 

Expiry Date: 26-09-2013 
 

Applicant:  GY Community Housing  
 
Proposal:  Use of four communal grass areas for communal parking areas  
 
Site:   Oxford Avenue/Brasenose Avenue 
  Gorleston   
 
REPORT 

 
1. Background / History :- 

 
1.1 The areas involved in the application are four grassed areas in the Oxford 

Avenue/Brasenose Area of the Magdalen Estate.  The proposal will provide 
parking for 42 cars which will not be allocated to particular properties but will be 
used on a first come first serve basis.  Two of the areas will provide spaces 
directly adjoining the road, the large area adjoining Oxford Avenue will provide 
18 spaces in a parking area with a single point of access.  The fourth area is an 
area of open space laid to grass which separates two terraces of houses 
between Brasenose Avenue and Oxford Avenue. 

 
1.2 There is a shortfall of parking available within the estate and the proposal has 

been put forward as a way of increasing off-road parking to help to reduce 
parking problems in the surrounding area. 

 
2 Consultations :- 

 
2.1 Highways – No objections subject to standard conditions. 
 
2.2 Neighbours – Two letters/comments have been received, one person objects to 

the loss of open space at Brasenose Avenue, the other has no objections 
subject to the spaces being permit only. 

 
2.3 Norfolk Constabulary – Supports the application but has some concerns if 

planting/landscaping conceals the parking areas. 
 
2.4 Trees Officer – No objections but would recommend using techniques to limit 

the impact on mature trees. 
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3 Policy :- 

 
3.1 POLICY TCM13  

 
DEVELOPMENT WILL NOT BE PERMITTED WHERE IT WOULD 
ENDANGER HIGHWAY SAFETY OR THE SATISFACTORY FUNCTIONING 
OF THE LOCAL HIGHWAY NETWORK.  IN APPROPRIATE CASES A 
TRAFFIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO DEMONSTRATE 
THAT DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS CAN BE SATISFACTORILY 
ACCOMMODATED WITHIN THE HIGHWAY NETWORK TAKING INTO 
ACCOUNT ANY IMPROVEMENTS PROPOSED. 

 
(Objective: To ensure that new development does not prejudice highway safety 
or the free flow of traffic.) 

 

4 Assessment :- 

 

4.1 When the Magdalen Estate was laid out few residents owned cars and there 
was sufficient parking available, over the years with increasing car ownership 
parking on the estate has become a problem with the lack of parking leading to 
inappropriate parking near road junctions and on landscaped areas.  GY 
Community Housing has identified the sites involved in the application as 
having the potential to provide off-road parking which will help to solve the 
parking problems.  According to the Design and Access Statement submitted 
with the application, consultations have been carried out with tenants in the 
area and the majority are in favour of the idea. 

 
4.2 The Highways Officer has no objections to the proposal subject to resolving 

some minor design and landscape issues. 
 
4.3 One of the comments received states that the car parking would be a useful 

addition to the community assuming that it is permit only, they would not like to 
see the area being turned into an overflow car park for the hospital and other 
local amenities.  As it will not be possible to allocate a space to every house in 
the area Community Housing are of the opinion that it is better to leave the 
spaces unmarked so they are used on a first come, first served basis.  This 
view is also supported by the Police who say in their letter that as there is not 
sufficient parking to provide one space for each dwelling any allocation would 
probably cause more problems in this case. 

 
4.4 The other letter is from the occupier of no. 148 Brasenose Avenue which raises 

concerns that the communal green between the houses off Brasenose Avenue 
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will be lost which is an area where children enjoy playing.  There are terraces of 
houses on either side of this area and the open space provides a break 
between them and an area where children can play as the letter writer states.  
However, none of the occupiers of the dwellings facing the open space have 
objected and it therefore has to be assumed that they support the application 
and would rather have parking spaces than the grassed area. 

 
4.5 The proposed spaces will provide much needed parking in the area and in 

general the need for the parking is supported by local residents. 
 
5 RECOMMENDATION :-  

 
5.1 Approve – the proposal complies with Policy TCM13 of the Great Yarmouth 

Borough-Wide Local Plan. 
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